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In this ~urvey the principle of the optical interference method
is described and formulas for determining the value of the
interference fringes shift are derived. Dispersion equations
stating the relation between the refractive index N and the gas

* density P, the given free electrons concentration , ana trie
product of the concentration of excited atoms in the state I
and the respective strength of the given oscillator are pre-
sented. A 14ach-Zehnder int11erferomreter is the most frequently
used apparatus for urne interference mecdbuiFements of' these
quantities. The interferometer with a crossed spectrograph
using white light accordine, to Rozhdyestvenskiy is described.
Less known methods to obtain and evaluate the interferograms
are discussed. A considerable part of the paper concerns tine

concrete applications of' optical interferometry in generalj
and the Mach-Zehnder interferometer in particular in plasma
diagnostics. [APiO370808]
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MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

USING A MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER

[Article by Vaclav Ladislav Exner, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences Tn-

stitute of Physics*; Prague, Ceskoslovensky Casopis Rro Fysiku, Czech,
Section A, Vol 20, No 4, 1970, pp 396-412]

Summary: In this review article the principle is
described of the classical optical interference
method, and formulas are derived for determiniig
the shift of the interference fringes. Dispersion

formulas are presented that express the relation-
ship between the refractive index n for a light
beam of wavelength A, and the characteristics of
the medium through which the beam passes: the den-
sity o, the free electron concentration Ne, and the
product Nifik of the concentration of excited atoms
in state i and of the corresponding oscillator
force. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is the ap-
paratus most frequently used for interference meas-
urements of these characteristics. Rozhdestvenskiy's
configuration of an interferometer with a crossed

spectrograph, using white light, is described. Less
known methods of obtaining and evaluating interfero-

grams are discussed. Considerable space is devoted
to the specific applications of optical interfero-
metry and of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer it, plasma

diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

When measuring the characteristics of partially or complet=ly ion-
ized gases, it is particularly important to select methods that least
disturb the space of the measured region (for example, with metal elec-
trodies, holders, and leads) and result only in a small exchange of

•energy during measur~ment. Optical methods meet these requirements

for many of the measurements that occur in plasma physics. The purpose
of this article it to acquaint the reader in greater detail with one
of these methods, the classical interference method, and particularly
with the possibilities that the Mach-Zehnder interferometer offers.

In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of
works -- particularly in the study of shock waves, high-frequency dis-
charges, and hot plasmas -- that employ specifically this apparatus to
measure the changes in density, temperature, and electron concentra-
tion, respectively in the concentration of excited atoms. The import-
ance of the otpical interference method has been enhanced by the dis-
covery of lasers and of holography that considerably expand the problems
to which optical methods can be applied. Combinations of these differ-
ent optical methods and apparatuses are opening new ways for conducting
very demanding experiments and quantitative measurements.

This article explains the principle of the interference method

(Section 2), presents the relationship between the refractive index and
the characteristics of the medium (Section 3), and describes the Mach-
Zehnder interferoneter (Section 4). In subsequent sections (5--8) we

FTD-HC-23--8147-71 - 2
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describe the methods of obtaining and evaluating interferograms, par-
ticularly the methedq that are less known in Czechoslovakia. Section 10
is devoted to the applications of the interference method in plasma
diagnostics.

2. Principle of the Interference Method

The refractive index of light passing through a medium depends or.
the concentration of oscillating states capable of reacting with the
photons, and on the passing light itself. By accurately measuring the 4

refractive index or its change, it is possible to determine the changes
in, or the absolute values of, the medium's characteristica. Three
types of optical methods [] are based on this principle: the shadow-
graph technique, the schlieren method (from the German word Schliere -

optical inhomogeneity), and the interference method.

Assume that a beam of light is passing thzough a medium with a
changing refractive index n. The passage of the 1eam of light will be
governed by Fermat's principle

~f~.y. z) ds =0.9 I
The solution of chis equation gives Euler's fo,mulas

d( x =n . d (n -- n d r: . (2.1)
ds ds,)Ox ds \ds] bv ds ds) z

and Snell's law of refraction. The effect of the cptically inhomoge-
• neous region upon thk passing light wave will be wuch that on a screen

located beyond the region it is possible to -ecord either the. variations
of the wave angle or the shift of the beam's o9irit of incidence, or --

in suitably arranged optical systems -- the phase delays.

In optical systems in which variations occur in the acreen's 1.1-
lumination as a function of the phase delay, it is necessary to employ
interference phenomena because only they enable us to record the phase
delay of coherent light waves.

A characteristic property of interferometers is that the investi-
gated region in an inhomogeneous distribution of the refractive index
is located so that only one of two coherent light beams passes through
it. The other beam remains unchanged and serves for comparison.

Assume that ou the screen we have image Q of some point P in the
investigated region. In the idle condition, when there is no variation
of the refractive index over the given region, image Q Iles on inter-
ference fringe a, for which the following relationship applies in the

F case of monochromatic lights of wavelength AO:
g0

F aAo = no As,

3
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where no ip the refractive index, and As is the difference between the
p4Lh of the beams in the two arms of the interference system. In a sys-
tem in which the refractive index changes, image Q' of point P lies ('n
fringe 6, for which the following relationship applies::

0,S Ao '= + coT A

here co is the velocity of light near the inves 1. z,-I region without
optical inhomogeneity, and time T characterizes t ; phase delay. The
difference S - a- a is called the fringe shift and is a functior of the
position of image Q' on the screen or photographic plate, and hence a
function of the position of point P, under the frequently employed as-
sumption that refraction inside the optically inhomogeneous region
causes the beam to change its pathi only slightly. The fringe shift is
then proportional to the phase delay:

S(x, y) - C T c

c and X apply in vacuo. The evaluation of ,itterferograms is based on

the dependence of T upon the refractive index n(x, y, z), and thus on
the dependence of fringe shift S(x, y) upouj the refractive index n(x,
y,, z).

Furthermore, assume a rectangular system of coordinates x, y, z,
where the z axis corresponds to the direction along which the incident
monochromatic light enters the observed optically inhomogeneous region.
Let the incoming plage z = Bi (x,y), and -.e exit plane z - B (x, y).
Then the system of Euler's formulas (2.1) cin be written in the form
of two differential equations that define : and y as functiona of z;

- 0 + X' + y') (l - x'l, (2.2)

y= ( + x' 2 + Y'1 (, -Y (2.3)

the primes designate derivatives according to z, and 1, 1 and I are
are the components of grad n(x, y, z). If X y 2

X cc P(4. #7 ; z) and Y z)

then the solutions of Equations (2.2) and (2.3) at the point where the
beam of light enters the system are x - , y - n, z - ; - Bi(&, n),
x' - y' 0 0, and if z =  i is the root of the equation

L B,[p,(, ,I; :)z ,(, q z)]

then the parameters of the beam at the point where it enters the optical
inhomoegeneity are:

- 4-
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Then the phase delay will be

'" '~~( ), 0 '( .z),] -- i + [9'(:)]' + [n(.)]) - o} dz .(2.4)

If we assume that the changes in the beam direction are infin-

itely small, then Equation (2.4) can be simplified:

f'[x (2.5)

because then

- (z) 0 0, ,( , q; z) = , Z(). ,j; ) ,

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) do not include the stepwise changes in the
refractive index that follow Snell's law of refraction.

In the evaluation of interferograms, the fringe shifts S(x, y)
are measured:

S(x. y) = N [n(x. y, z) - ,no] dz. (2.6)

IA

Here the only unknown is the change of the refractive index, and we
start out from this basic equation to evaluate the photographs taken of
the interference fringes.

3. Dispersion Formulas

Dispersion formulas express the relationship between the refrac-
tive index n for light of wavelength X, and the characteristics of the

Imedium. In the following we will present the basic formulas that are
1 u.3ed in interference measurements.

The oscillator's equation of motion is:

,m4' + h4' + fo - e(X + 4n:eN4)

where & is the component of the oscillator's dibp-acemen t, ni is the os-

cillator mass, -f0 & is the quasielastic force, e is the charge, X is the
electrical field, N is the number of oscillators per cubic centimeter,
h denotes the damping of the oscillator, and a - 0 or 1/3. P. Drude,

H. Lorentz and M. Planck derived from this equation of m.otion the final

5



results of the theory of electromagnetic wave dispersion that subse-
quently were confirmed also by quantum mechanics:

n2 -k =+~ a(X2 - ),) X2
k3

(X 3 - X")2 * bX '

2nko , aboM
(X2 _ i',), + bo0 ," "

The summation is over all oscillating states.

In thesu equations n is the refractive index, and k0 is the ab-

-sorption coefficient defined by the equation

1 x k ' d

where 10 is the intensity of light incident upon the body, and I :s the
intensity of light after passage through a layer of thickness d. Into
the equations Drude substitutes

nnic 2 n 2nc

and Lorentz and Planck subsitute

NeA2A'2  h A"
i, , I l , b, 7

itmcm 0 2nc

where Av is the wavelength corresponding to the natural frequency of
the independent oscillator

4nc2 
.m

A,2= 4nYc -.

Jo

Light absorption in the measured region usually can be neglected.
Sellmeyer (2] simplified the dispersion formula on the basis of the os-
cillator equation of motion:

m = eX

The dispersion formula then assumes the form

The summation is over all oscillator states. Rozhdestvenskiy verified
fthis formula in practice, on a doublet of sodium, with an accuracy bet-

ter than 2.5 percent [3] (only the decisive contributions are taken into
account very close to the spectral lines).

1 - 6 -
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From Sellmeyer's dispersion formula, equations are derived for
the dependence of the ref ra.tive index upon the charactristics of the

t medium: its density P, electron concentratio- Ne, and the product of
the concentration of excited states or ions Ni, and of the correspond-
ing oscillator force fik. The individua] equations are written as fol-
lowb:

For the density of the gas or vapor

Sn- -A0, (3.1)

where A is a constant for the given configuration and the given gas or
vapor, over a wide range of densities, and it depends on the wavelength
of the light;

For the concentration of free electrons
n N- . 2.. 2  (3.2)

2rtmc
'

And for the product Nifik

n 1 =ZE Nfk).A (:.. 3)

Zi 2itnic' ~
where m is the electron mass, and X ik is the wavclcngth charactaristic
of the t;..sition between states i and k, The quantities fik are re-
lated to Einstein coefficients Aik and to the probebilities of spontane-
ous transition from excited k to lower state i, according to the follow-
ing formula [4]:

fit -= 3., , A,.
8W

2e2

The density p is related by the equations of state with other quantities
(temperature, pressure, etc.), and these too can be measured with the
help of the changc in the refractive index, according to Equation (3.1).

4. Interferometer

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is the most suitable for the con-
sidered interierence measurements of the refractive index. In the Soviet
literature this apparatus is often referred to as the Rozhdescvenskiy
interferometer (Fig. 1) [3, 5--7]. This instrument was developed at
the end of the 19th century, from Jamin's interferometer. The Mach-
Zehnder interferometer retains all the advantages of the Jamin inter-
ferometer. In addition, it is much more stable over time, because in-
tensive light passes only through chin plates that quickly heat up and
then no longer change their temperature. The interferometer gives fixed
fringes for hours at a t1ii--. Another advantage of the interferoneter is

the ease of changing the length of the two interfering beams.

-7--
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Figure 1. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer. o

Although in principle the refractive index can be measured also
with the Hichelson interferomete-,, it is not used because of the unsuit-

able configuration of its measurin, cell and its compensating cell.

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer consists of four glass plates J 1
through J that are mutually parallel. Their centers lie in a plane,
in the apices of a rectangle. J2 and J3 are mirrors, while J, and J4
are semitransparent plates.

One arm of the interferometer, between J2 and J4 , is arranged so

that the beam of light passes through the measured region T that is
optically inhomogeneous. When necessary, a compensating cell TI isinterposed in the other arm, between Jl and J4. Interference fringes

appear on screen P. If one of the semitransparent plates is rotated a

small angle c, and if the basic fringe in the interferometer without an
optical inhomogeneiy in the measuring arm is parallel with the axis of
rotation of semitransparent plate Jl or J4.

The optical system of tht interferometer proper consists of a
source of light that shines either constantly (for a longer period of
time) or for only a very short time, in iccordance with the nature of
the interferometer's application (for example, only a few microseconds
in certain experiments with shock waves). Furthermore, the optical sys-
tem includes light filtera, and a condenser that forms a parallel beam

*of rays which enter the interferometer usually at an angle of 45*• The
field is proportional to the cosine of this angle, and hence even smaller
angles are desirables in some instances [1]. The outgoing parallel beam
of rays is displayed by a lens on the screen. If the interference pat-
tern is photographed, this lens nan be directly the camera objective.

Either monochror.atic or white light is used for measurements with

the interferometer. Aeasurements in monochromatic light are less de-
Mdwdirg with respect to the interferometer's optical properties. In ad-
dition, monochromatic light gives far more fringes. Whi~e light, on the
other hand, has very strong central fringes that are white in color,

whereas the other fringes are rainbow-like. The pronounced central
fringes make for much easier orientation in measuring. White light is
employed also in L. Puccianti's method [8].

L -8-
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Adjustment of the interferometer is time-consuming. A nuber of
methods has been developed (see, for example [1, 3, 9]) that consider-
ably shorten and simplify the process. But once the interferometer is
adjusted. in further use it is very stable, provided it is suitably
designed.

5. Routine Methods of Evaluating Interferograms

If the changes in the refractive index are known, Equations (3.1Y,
(3.2) and (3.3) enable us to determine the changes in the parameters of
an optically inhomogeneous medium. The changes in the refractive index
are computed from Equation (2.6), at known values of the fringe shift.

In the two-d.mensional case, which is by far the more common, it
is assumed that zae refractive index is a function of only coordinates
x, y, and that in the direction of the beam's propogation (axis z) the
optical inhomogeneity is constant for every x, y. If we denote by d
the thickness of the optical inhomogeneity, we obtain

11(x, y) -no + s(, ,). (5.1 )
d

The two-dimensional case of optical inhomogeneity is the most simple.
Equation (2.6) has a unique solution for the change in the refractive
index also in the case of an axially symmetrical optical inhomogeneity.
This case is particularly interesting from the viewpoint of application
to plasma physics:

Let bxis x, which is perpendicular to the direction of "light pro-
pagation, be the axis of symmetry. Then n - n(x, r), where r - /(y2 + zL).

For element dz we obtain:

r dr
dz = - -

.(rz + y2)

and for every x - const we get an equation of the Abel type that ex-
presses the phase shift

5() ! [n(r) n_ ..]A(,L) (5.2)
s(Y) 

( ) _

where R is the radius of the inhomogeneity. With the help of the oper-
ator

rw d-)

• : we rearrange Eq'a. -ions (5.2) as

L9
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- - (y- (5.3)

To solve the right side of Equation (5.3), a planimeter was used in
Germany (10], but in the United States a numerical method was employed
that presupposed the future use of electronic computers [11, 12].

In less simple cases th.: solution of Equation (2.6) would become
rather complicated, and in general the solution would not be unique.

6. Puccianti's Method

For hLs outstanding measurements of anomalous dispersion in metal
vapors, D. S. Rozhdestvenskiy [3, 13] used an interferometer with a
crossed diffraction-grating spectograph, as shown in Fig. 2. E. Mach
originally proposed this arrangement in 1875. G. von Osnobischin used
-it for qualitative measurements. It was rediscovered independently by
L. Puccianti (8], after whom this configuration is the most often called,
particularly in the Russian literature. We will briefly describe this
method which in its applications permits an increase in the sensitivity
of the interference measurements. This method belongs among those where
it is necessary to assume two-dimensional optical inhomogeneity; "n the
direction of the passage of light (along axis z) the refractive index is
assumed to be constant for every x, y (the two-dimensional case).

Two coherent beams of white light interfere and form horicZntal
interference fringes on the vertical slit of the spectroscope (Fig. 2).
In the spectroscopeis ocular it is then possible to see a spectrum with
horizontal fringes. The central white fringe, corresponding to the dif-
ference between the optical paths of the cohereuLt beams, is strictly
horizontal. But the higher-order fringes are inclined, because *-he dif-
ferences between the optical paths are proportional to the refractive
index that depends on the wavelength; for red light they are greater
than for violet light. Let us consider axis y that is perpendicular and
parallel to the spectroscope's slit. The optical path difference As
changes along the slit. Let y - 0 for the zero fringe, and let us as-
sume that As is proportional to y:

As - by.

For the first fringe, As - X; for the second fringe, As - 2X, etc.
Then

by = k. (6.1)

if we denote the coordinate of the k-th fringe as Yk" If now the value

of the refractive index in one arm of the interferometer changes fromL value no (which is the, same as in the compensator located in the inter-

ferometer's other arm) .to a value n(.) over length d, then Equation (6.1)
will assume the following form:

-0
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Figure 2. Rozhdestvenskiy's ccnfiguration of an interferometer
and a crossed spectrograph [3, 13), used for measure-

ments according to Puccianti's method. White light
() forms interference fringes in slit f, prcpagates
thvough reflecting prism h to objective L and grating
G, and the light reflected back passes under prism h
and forms a spectrum on photographic plate P. F, is
a thick filter containing water and K3Cr2O7; it ab-
sorbs the thermal rays and the violet part of the
spectrum. T is the measuring area (cell), T1 is the
compensator. Of the interferometer's outgoing two
pairs of interfering beams it is expedient to use
the second pair that in the direction J 2 J 4 forms, by
shadow projeztion, a large interference pattern on
the screen. Arc Fc, with oblique electrodes, formis
a calibration spectrum over the interferene spectrum.
The calibration spectrum is controlled in ocular 0 c .

Key:
(1) To vacuum pump

by, = kA + [n).) - ) d

for the zero fringe (k - 0) we get

d
Yo= [(A) - no],

which is directly the disperiion formula. The zero fringe will then
represent in the ocular the course of the dispersion formula; the
scale will depend on quantities d and b, and no is usually I.

II
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7. Rozhdestvenskiy's Method of Hooks

With this method it is much easier to measure the product N f4 .
We will briefly explain its essence (3]. When measuring anomalous a~6-
persion by means of an interferometer with a crossed spectrograph (Fig.
2), in the spectrograph's ocular we see the interference fringes in the
proximity of a strong absorption line, as shown schematically in Fig.
3a. The interference fringes always shift upward in the direction from
the small wavelengths toward the line (from left to right).

\V\

\~ 
'. X '

ii

Figure 3. The method of hooks, illustrated.

Let us now assume that in the measuring arm of the interferometer
we do not have vapoz or gas, but a plane and parallel thin plate. The
originally horizontal fringes will now ba inclined from above downward
and from left to right (Fig. 3b), i.e., in the opposite direction than
the inclination of the fringes (curves) of anomalous dispersion. The
inclination of the fringes is caused by the fact that the central white

*fringe has shifted very high. The thicker the plate, the higher the cen-
tral fringe shifts, and the steeper will be the inclination of the
fringes.

t When measuring according to the method of hooks, the measuring arm
of the interferometer contains the gas or vapor to be measured, and alsoI the thin plane and parallel plate. In the spectrograph's ocular we ob-
serve interference fringes that form "hooks" about the absorption line,
as shown in Fig. 3c. At the points of the hooks' minima (or maxima),the inclination of the fringes due to the plane and parallel plate is

I exactly equal to the inclination of the fringes caused by the anomalous

dispersion of the gas or vapor. If the inclination caused by the plate
is known, then it is possible to compute the inclination of the disper-
sion curve. For the product Nf (the. concentration of states correspond-
ing to line A, times the oscillator force), Rozhdestvenskiy derived the
formula:

-12-
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Nf Rmc2

e 2dk'

where Xh X1 is the wavelergth distance between the maxima and the
minima of the hooks, anl K is the methoJ's constant that acciurts for
the characteristics of t.ie plane and parallel plate. The evaluation of
interferograms with hooks has been expanded in [14] to permit the use
of a much greater portion of the spectrum, and this enhances the accur-
acy of the measurements.

8. Method of Superposition

This method, also known as "transparency," is used to measure
changes in temperature over hot surfaces. The same photographic plate
is used to photograph the interference fringes over a cold surface, and
then the interference pattern after the surface has been heated. The
-so-called "blurs" -- i.e., the geometric loci of points at which the
interference pattern shifts so that the light p:trt of the fringes is
specifically where the dark part had been in thu interference pattern
of the cold surface -- are mutually separated by a distance correspond-
ing to the shifting of the fringes by one. The shape of these "blurs"
directly corresponds to the isotherms ever the hot surface.

In the same manner it is possible to obtain the direct course of
the isotherms when measuring with the interferometer in the so-called
basic position. In this case all the mirrors are parallel, and the
fringe -- when there is no optical inhomogeneity in the measuring arm
of the interferomete'r (Fig. 1) -- is endlessly wide, in practice wider
than the linear dimensions of the field of view. An optical-inhomoge-
neity -- i.e., the heating of the surface -- causes a phase delay in
the light and forms Interference fringes that are again direct isotherms.
It is convenient that in the method of superposition, as well as when
measuring with the interferometer in the basic position, the separation
between two neighboring isotherms corresponds to the same difference in
temperature. This follows from the properties of interference fringes
and from the dependence in Equation (3.1).r

In work [15], the method of superposition was used in measurements
with white light, on an interferometer and crossed spectrograph accord-
ing to the configuration in Fig. 2. In measurements with white light,
the method of superposition increases the accuracy by 1.5 orders. We
will explain the essence of this method on the simple case when the den-
sity of the vapor cr gas changes by a quantity Ap P - P0.

According to Equation (3.1), the density dependence of the refrac-

tive index is: n - 1 = A. If the density changes by Ap, this means a
change in the optical path (in terms.of wavelength) by dA~p/X, where d
is the length of the column of gas or vapor. The two sets of interference
fringes on the photograph form loci where the fringes become more

-13-
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pronounced, and loci where the fringes become blurred. If these "blurs"t are used to evaluate the measured quantities, the useful portion of the
spectrum is expanded considerably, and the accuracy is enhanced. Fori two '"blurs"

dA Ag - 2k, + I

2k 2 + I
dAAQ 2 A[12

where X1 and X2 are the wavelengths of the blurred loci kj and k2. Wave-Ilengths A, and X2, and also i, which is the number of blurs between k1and k2 , are read from the interferogram. From the equations it is then
possible to determine unambiguously Ap, k, and k2 ,

Similar equations can be written also for the mere complicated
cases of influencing the refractive index, for example, for a simultane-I ous change in the density of the gas or vapor and in the electron concen-
tration. In this case the racthod of superposition offers a further ad-
vantages: the "blurs" caused by a change in density, and the ones
caused by a change in electron concentration can be distinguished very
easily, due to the form cf the dispersion formulas in Equations (3.1)
and (3.2).

Let us mention a very interesting practical case when the change
in the optical path is so small that the interference fringes shift by
only a fraction of the separation between fringes. In this c'ase, use
is made of the feasibility of influencing the interference fringes in
the compensator arm of the interferometer. Let us change the density
in the compensator by tp0 in length do, and let us photograph the inter-
ference fringes before and after the change, on the same plate, accord-
ing to the method of superposition. Then the following expression will
apply to the k-th "blur" at wavelength )kL0

doAo Aeo 2k + I

A, 2

where A0 is a constant. From this relationship it is possible to com-
k pute Xko , without preparing a calibrating interferogram. Here again

the actual interferogram is obtained by the method of superpositior.| on the same plate we photograph the interference fringes before and
after a change in the density by Lo '1 the compensator, and a change00
in the parameter in the measuring arrr. For a change in the density by
A, for example, we get for the k-t 1 blur:

X
doAo AQo :F d, A e 2k 2! +_I (8.1)

2
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The difference Xko - Ak (the shift of the k-th blur) then serves for

the determination of LPy:

2dA Ae. (8.2)

2k + I

For a change of the electron concentration by Ne we obtain the change
in tho optical path, in wavelengths,

dN.e 2

2inmA

and hence an equation similar to Equations(8.1):

doA 0 Apo dNoe2  2k + i
22rmc 2

Then the following relationship will apply to the shift of the k-th
"blur" due to a change in the electron concentration by Ne:

2 dNoe 2 2

- 2k + I 2nmc -h 
M

By this method it is feasible to measure also the simultaneous changes
6p and Ne.

The method of superimposing interference patterns occupying spec-

tral regions close to absorption lines is discussed in dreail in [16].
Here the mechanical vibrations of the apparatus, and variations in the
density and thickness of the air layer might cause each of the "blurs"
to shift, but the separation between "blurs" remains unchanged. It is
feasible to measure from a single interferogram the changes in the con-
centrations of two components, for example, when the interfering beam

passes through a mixture of metal vapor and inert gas. Of course, it
is necessary to know the oscillator force f.

9, Accuracy of Interference Method

The errors that arise in the evaluation of interferograms are

about one-tenth of a fringe when evaluating the fringe shift S(x, y),
and about 1/500 of a fringe when using the method of superposition.
From the viewpoint of measuring the changes in gas density at the low

pressures that occur, say, in glow discharges, we may cite the follow-
ing for Illustration: In nitrogen at a pressure of 1 mm Hg, a shift
by one-tenth of a fringe corresponds to a change in density A0/P = 4.

This applies to light of wavelength . 5000 A, and to a thickness
d - 5 cm for the region of changed density.
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The principal other sources of error are mechanical vibrations
of the equipment, imperfection of the system's optical part, changes
in air density and temperature, etc. [I]. When measuring the electron
concentration and the product Nf, it is necessary to take into account
the effect of the other terms in the dispersion formula (the mutual ef-
fect of the individual lines' anomalous dispersion) [15].

10. Applications of the Interference Method in Plasma Physics

In the field of plasma physics, the number of works employing optical
interferometry is considerable, and their review up to 1964 is presented
in [L7]. Here we will concentrate on presenting several typical examples,
to demonstrate the historical development, and also the diversity of the
fields in which the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (respectively the Jamin
interferometer) is used.

Mach-Zehnder interferometers are standard equipment of many labor-
atories that measure the flow of gases [i], the course of the gas temper-
ature over heated surfaces (9], etc. Interferometers of this type have
already been used in the diagnostics of discharges that are accompanied
by changes in gas density and temperature. The effect of the electron
concentration upon the interference patLern was first established in
experimental investigations of the spark-discharge channel's development
over time [18, 19]. Other works, for example [20, 21], measured the
changes in the density of a discharge lamp's filling, due to arcing.
Work (20] measured the change in the cesium vapor's pressure at the
anode and cathode, d~iring arcing. Within the limits of the sensitivity

offered by Rozhdestvenskiy's n.,thod of hooks, it was established that
at currents of 0 to 8 A and vapor pressures of about 0.01 to'0.1 mm Hg,
the vapor pressure at the anode did not depend on the passage of current
through the discharge lamp. With a combination of the method of hooks
and of the method of superposition, however, the change measured in the
concentration of cesium atoms was AN = 1013 cm 3 rnt a current of 5 A,
which was less than 1 percent of the original.vaiue. No change ii va-
por pressure was found at the cathode. k [21] measured the change
in gas density inside the tube during a discharge in argon. The tube
was 1 m long and 6 cm in diameter. The current, in the form of rectan-
gular pulses of about 200 sec duration, reached 600 A. At a pressure
of 6 mm Hg it was found that in a certain stage of the discharge the
gas density inside the tube was insignificant, not exceeding 10 percent
of the original value.

The feasibility of measuring the concentrations of electrons
by interferometry was again investigated independently, in shock-wave

[ experiments (22, 23, 24]. To separate the shifts caused by free elec-
trons and by a change in gas density, Alpher and White used measurements
at two wavelengths (the usual method'of evaluation requires two fringe
shifts for determining The two quantities), and they called attention to
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the increase in sensitivity when using light of a longer wavelength.

They noted also the different direction of the shifting of the individu-
al fringe and the loci of greatest contrast, when white light was used
in the optical interferometry of ionized gaseq. Even so it is possible
to distinguish on one and the same interferogram the changes in the re-
fractive index due to a change in density, from the changes in the re-
fractive index due to the ionization of the gas. The typical values at

*which the measurements were conducted [22] were as follows: initial
argon pressure, 3.1 mm Hg; Mach number of shock wave, 15; ratio of
densities, o/p0 - 7; degree of ionization, 12 percent; measured elec- i

tron concentration in a tubi 15 m long of square cross section with
sides 8.2 cm, 8.40.1016 cm-

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is one of the most commonly used
instruments in the diagnostics of shock waves [25, 26, 27]. In 1934,
Ladenburg [28] was the first to measure with an interferometer the con-
centration of excited atoms in a glow discharge. But he himself did not
measure simultaneously the electrical characteristics of the discharge.
Complete measurements were made in 1948-1950, by Yu.M. Kagan and N.P.
Penkin, in a low-pressure glow discharge in mercury [29]. They investi-
gated the occupancy of the individual electron levels. They found sig-
nificant departures from equilibrium occupancy, at low current densities
and low pressures. At higher current densities and pressures, the oc-
cupancy approximates the equilibrium occupancy, but not simultaneously
in all levels. In ccmparison with the methods employing direct emis-
sion or absorption of light, the method of anomalous dispersion is the
least sensitive for determining Nf , but it is the most ac urate. For
when the product Nf is, measured with the help of light emission or ab-
sorption, there occurs repeated absorption or emission of photons, and
this reduces the accuracy [29, 30).

Measurement of the electron concentration in a glow discharge does
not come into consideration because it is feasible to measure concentra-
tions only when they reach an order of 1014 cm- 3. Although the use of
significantly longer wavelengths has reduced this value, even a concen-
tration of 6.3"1012 that is cited in work [39] as the lower limit (the
readings being accurate to one-tenth of the wavelength, and using a11 CN gas laser of wavelength 337 microns as the source of infrared light)
exceeds by two to three orders of magnitude the concentration of elec-
trons in a glow discharge. However, concentrations of this order have
already become common in experimental installations with hot plasma.
In this field the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used, for example, in

works [31] and [32], co demonstrate the constriction of the plasma.I
The electro cneatonsr measured in [31'1 near the axis was 1017 cm- 3 .

In combination with a laser beam, an interferometer was used to measure
the plasma during magnetic constrcton, after intensive preliminary
heating (33]. Also work [34] reports an apparatus with two ruby lasers
and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer used'to measure the development, in
space and time, of the cohtrolling magnetic field, of the electron
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concentration, and of the shock-wave velocity; furthermore, the devel-
opment, in space and time, of the concentration of electrons in the cur-
rent sheet of a magnetically controlled electrodeless discharge in quies-
cent cold gas (in argon of pressure 0.5 to 10 mm Hg). To measure the
magnetic field, use was made of its effect upon rotating the polarIza-
tion plane of light through flint glass (Faraday's magneto-optical ef-
fect); see also work [35]. The measured electron concentrations were
of the oiler of 1015 to 1016 cm- 3 . The dagree of ionization wan about
90 percent.

Using the Jamin interferometer, an electron concentration of about

7.6.1014 cm- 3 was measured in high-frequency discharge in argon (36],
which corresponded to a change in the refractive index An - n - 1 -
-i.03i0-7 . The gas pressure was 0.5 mm Hg; the tube was 32 cm long
and 20 mm in diameter. A high-frequency kilowatt source was used. For
the given values of the change in the refractive index, the shift of the
interference fringes was 0.03 to 0.06 fringe separation.

The cited examples illustrate the range of optical interferometry's

applications. Besides the restrictions already mentioned, we must point
out the difficulties of measuring electron coi.centrations of a higher
order than about 1018 cm- 3. In such cases, the light emitted by the
plasma itselt causes a very strong disturbance [17].

11. Conclusion

During the past few years, optical interferometry has found exten-
sive application in 'plasma diagnostics, and the number of works in this
field is rising steadily. The discovery of lasers has helped to solve
the problem of easily controlled pulsed sources of light, and this has
permitted the development of measuring the time dependence of the char-
acteristics. The use of wavelengths from the far infrared further ex-
pands the measuring range, in the direction of lower electron concentra-
tions. In the l0l-i8 cm-3 range, optical interferometry is one of
the few methods that give satisfactory results. The interferogram con-
tains a significant concentration of information on the behavior of the
measured characteristics in space, respectively in time. Electronic
computers speed up and improve the utilization of such data.

The most frequently used apparatus in conventional optical inter-
ferometry is the Mach-Zehnder interferometer that has a number of ad-
vantages over the other types.

The range and accuracy of the measurements have been increased
by using the configuration of an interferometer with a crossed spectro-
graph (Puccianti's method). D. S. Rozhdestvenskiy developed the method
of hooks that is used to measuze the.product Nf. The combination of
Puccianti's method with-the method of superposition gives approximately
a fiftyfold increase in accuracy.
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In the review of the experiments, the ranges are given of the in-
dividual characteristics, and the parameters of the medium at which op-
tical interferomeLry can be used to advantage.

The present progressive methods of optical interferometry include
the location of the measured region directly inside the laser cavity.
This configuration Sermits the measurement of concentrations already

from about 1010 cm- , and the measurement of electron and ion tempera-
tures (39]. Mention should be made also of the use of interferometers
in holgraphy (37], respectively in interference holography that elimin-
ates the need of incoming and outgoing walls of plane and parallel plates,

and has already reported the first results [38].

But it seems that not even the conventional methods have reached
their maximum application as yet. This applies to measurements with
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and to the methods of application that
.were described here. In this context we wish to note that there exists
relatively little mutual knowledge about the results of the Western coun-
tries and in the Soviet Union, as evident also from the different names
of the same interferometer.

The advantages and universality of the methods of optical inter-
ferometry predeterminc a further expansion of their applications in
plasma diagnostics.

The author takes this opportunity to thank Dr L. Pekarek, DrSc, and
Engr V. Hermoch, CSc, for reading the manuscript and for their valuable
comments.
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